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Abstract:
At a recent Regional Science Association International meeting, the presidential address suggested that the future of
Regional Science is tied to 1) acceptance by business and government and 2) curriculum developments that make
regional science more appropriate for students considering careers in business and government.
Our field needs to grow in size if it expects to embrace new cohorts of students and new public and private research
demands. Through three exemples, Portugal, the United Kingdom and the United States, we will be concerned with
several beachheads that regional scientists might want to consider taking and holding to assure that our science is
effectively represented in the University curriculum.

1 Paper given at the APDR 2005 meeting in Faro.
2 Antoine Bailly, the University of Geneva, CH; Lay Gibson, the University of Arizona, USA; Peter Batey, the University of Liverpool, UK; António

Simões Lopes, CIRIUS, ISEG, UTL, PT.
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introduction: towards healthy
regional science programs

Despite its obvious power and the maturity that comes
with its 50 years of history regional science is usually
considered to be a secondary subject, not a primary

There is a growing awareness that healthy University-

core field. When regional science is found it is usually

based Regional Science programs must stress the

a program focus within a core discipline such as

value of regional science to internal constituencies and

economics or geography or a professional field such

to both public and private external constituencies.

as planning. Free standing departments of regional
science are a rarity.

This paper discusses ways to make this message
explicit in three countries, Portugal, the United

We think that one way to help assure a bright future

Kingdom and the United States, at the undergraduate

for regional science is to expand offerings at the

and postgraduate levels.

undergraduate level and to more fully integrate
undergraduate and graduate programs. We have

In this paper we will not be overly concerned with

serious doubts about the wisdom of creating free-

the content of regional science but we will offer

standing undergraduate programs. But we do think

a brief definition which is useful

inasmuch as it

that the innovation and creative designer of curricula

describes regional science’s key attributes: regional

could design a large enrollment course or two aimed

science is a theory-based interdisciplinary field that

at advanced undergraduates. Among the potential

examines the regional economic, cultural, social and

benefits are: 1) budget increases in universities that

environmental elements of sustainable development.

tie budgets to enrollments; 2) expanded graduate

It brings to core disciplines such as economics and

student funding to accompany increased needs for

geography and to the professional field of planning

teaching assistants; 3) high visibility for regional

an enhanced understanding of regional systems and

science post graduate study. We would also like to

spatial processes. Economist pay too little attention

see regional scientists more active in the generation

to the location of economic activities; geographers

of grants and contracts to show that regional science

sometimes lack rigorous models to study the effects

is a “high impact” science. Both of these notions are

of location and distance on human behaviour and

summarized in figures 1.1 and 1.2 (teaching R��������
egional

planners can often benefit from the stronger analytical

Science in 2005: structures and content).

approaches to the examination of the economic and
social structure of cities which are offered by regional
science.
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figure 1.1
Teaching Regional Science in 2005: structures

figure 1.2
Teaching Regional Science in 2005: content
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2. teaching regional science in
portugal in 2005

2.3 regional analysis
The global framework should take analysis (regional

2.1 undergraduate level

analysis) as a basic step. It should then consider
regional policy and regional planning as well. The

We would like to discuss the way teaching regional

whole exercise of regional development consists of

science at the undergraduate level should be done.

analysis (diagnosis), policy (identifying possible and

Not the way it is commonly done.

realistic strategic measures) and planning (organizing
the implementation of strategic policy measures).

To my knowledge, there has never been autonomous
university teaching of regional science at the

At the undergraduate level, emphasis should be laid on

undergraduate level in Portugal. That is, there have

location theories and analysis (methods and models).

not been undergraduate courses in regional science,

The basic theoretical and methodological steps of

and I believe it should continue to be so, since regional

policy and planning should also be considered. The

science demands an interdisciplinary approach which

spatial organization of society, the efficient usage of

seems difficult (if not impossible) to pursue at the

resources, the environment sustainability should also

undergraduate level.

be taken as basic guidelines.

However, several undergraduate courses integrate

2.4 efficiency

some regional science knowledge (regional analysis,
methods and models) as a component. It generally

To be efficient, the learning process should depart

is the case of economics, which I have particularly in

from concrete problems, that is, concrete real

mind.

problems. Whenever possible, students should be
involved in contract work.

2.2 learning regional science
In this way,
One basic pedagogical orientation should be adopted:
learning regional science, the process of learning, not

.

the process of teaching, should become the objective

sable (problems are differentiated in space; so are

and the driving line at the undergraduate level. More

solutions);

the spatial dimension will be seen as indispen-

than “transferring knowledge”, the process of learning
should aim at developing “students’ competences”,

.

“students’ abilities”. Such a process should always

essary (they are not always well perceived when

count on some previous basic knowledge of economic

presented in abstract);

theory, methods and models will be found nec-

theory, statistics and econometrics.

. interdisciplinary approaches will be shown necesThe whole process of learning regional science, even

sary as well (development problems have an eco-

in a course of economics, should take development

nomic dimension, which is never the only one, and

(socio-economic development) as the main broad

solutions can only be found inside a broad social

long term objective. Economics, namely growth,

and human context);

should be taken as no more than instrumental to
regional development.
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.

systems approaches will be better understood

British planning education tends to be very broad,

and they will also be found useful, if not necessary

particularly at postgraduate level, which means

(regions should not be taken in isolation, because

that there is limited potential to study contributory

they interact inside the regional system; urban and

disciplines, such as economics, within a planning

rural problems interact as well; the urban system

course. The absence of this foundation restricts the

is the “backbone” and the “nervous” system of the

treatment of the theoretical underpinnings of planning

regional system);

and leads to a situation in which, for example, few
planners are likely to study location theory or theories

.

regional analysis, regional policy and regional

of regional development in any depth. Regional

planning will be complementary in tackling devel-

science, if it features at all, usually consists of a fairly

opment problems; and they will show the relevance

basic coverage of techniques for urban and regional

and the usefulness of theories and techniques.

analysis.

At the undergraduate level, regional science should

In this contribution I shall focus on the current scope

always be assumed and shown as a “useful” science.

for teaching aspects of regional science in British

The same goes to postgraduate levels, though there

postgraduate planning programmes, setting recent

should also be room for theoretical and methodological

changes in an historical context. I shall draw attention

sophistication at these postgraduate levels.

to recent changes that have affected how planning
is defined as an area of professional activity and
the consequences this has had for the design and

3. regional science as an element of postgraduate planning
education: a british perspective

delivery of planning courses. The paper uses the
example of the Masters programme at the University
of Liverpool – the Master of Civic Design – to illustrate
how urban and regional analysis is taught within a

3.1 introduction

newly-introduced postgraduate course.

In Britain, there are currently more than twenty

3.2 historical background

universities offering degree courses that are accredited
by the Royal Town Planning Institute (RTPI), the

The coverage of urban and regional analysis in

professional body for planning. Such courses are

planning courses can be traced back to the early 1970s

available at both undergraduate and postgraduate

when there was a strong move among academics and

levels and generally provide the initial professional

practitioners to adopt a more rational, systematic and

education for those who intend to work as town

scientific approach to the preparation of plans. This is

planners in government and private consultancies.

often referred to as the ‘systems approach’ to planning

The

career-

(McLoughlin (1969); Chadwick (1971)). Some of the

oriented Masters degree programme in planning for

impetus came from land-use transportation studies

students from a wide range of undergraduate degree

that were being undertaken in most of the major

backgrounds,

architecture,

conurbations at that time. These studies required

economics, sociology, civil engineering and history of

extensive data collection and analysis and the use

art.

of formal computer-based techniques for projecting
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population, employment and travel demand. A second

retreat and planning education moved away from the

factor was the introduction, under the 1968 Town and

formal treatment of urban and regional analysis within

Country Planning Act, of a new system of development

professional programmes. With the onset of the 1990s,

plans involving the preparation of structure (strategic)

all planning students were expected to be computer-

plans and local (tactical) plans. For many this was the

literate which meant in practice that they acquired

first time they had encountered computers and there

basic skills in word processing, spreadsheets, data

was a widely held belief among planners that it was

bases and presentation techniques, and, possibly,

important to embrace the new technology. Prior to this,

elementary GIS. Somewhat strangely, despite the

in the 1950s and 1960s, a planning course was likely

emphasis on information technology, comparatively

to have included traditional data collection techniques

few planning students became proficient in urban

such as questionnaire surveys, an elementary course

and regional modelling. This field was generally left

in statistics and some coverage of trend extrapolation

to specialist applied mathematicians, statisticians and

to make forecasts. Planning methodology at that time

quantitative geographers.

was in its infancy (Batey and Breheny, 1978).

3.3 the changing scope of planning
Textbooks from that period (such as Masser (1972)
and Lee (1973)) provide a clear indication of what
was taught. All students would be expected to cover
cohort survival population projection methods, the
economic base method, simple input-output analysis
and basic spatial interaction models for shopping and
journey to work. Those who wished to go into greater
depth would be offered more sophisticated methods
such as linear programming, simulation methods and
markov chain analysis which were beyond the scope
of the basic texts. Even though most of the coverage
was not particularly sophisticated, the emphasis was
nevertheless technical and methods-driven rather
than problem-oriented, with the result that planning
graduates were generally not well equipped to
understand the practical context in which methods
could be applied.
This state of affairs prevailed for the remainder of the
1970s and for much of the 1980s. Most planners learnt
something about analytical techniques as part of their
training but the coverage of methods was unambitious
and had hardly progressed from what had been taught
at the beginning of this period (see, for example, the
contents of Field and MacGregor (1987), a textbook
produced in the late 1980s). If anything, there was a

By the start of the present decade, the boundaries of
planning as a field of professional activity in Britain
had become blurred. The late 1990s had seen a
growth in inter-professional working, stimulated by
the increasing importance of urban regeneration. It
was now common for planners to work in teams with
other professionals such as architects, surveyors,
management consultants and engineers and to be
employed by partnerships rather than in a public sector
role. There were calls for a reform of the development
plan

system

which

had

become

increasingly

marginalized in the 1990s as non-statutory planning
had flourished.
These changes in planning practice prompted
debate within the RTPI and led to the production of
a manifesto, A New Vision for Planning. This set out
a modernising agenda aimed at a wider constituency
of planning activity. The key to this was a shift from
the traditional notions of Town and Country Planning
and Land Use Planning towards a new concept of
Spatial Planning. Spatial Planning is seen as being
much broader than Land Use Planning. It is intended
to concentrate on ‘the location and quantity of social,
economic and environmental change.’ It can be
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applied at a variety of spatial scales, including largescale national and regional strategies as well as
more local policies and plans for towns, villages and
neighbourhoods. The watchwords of Spatial Planning
are: sustainable, integrative, value-driven and action-

3.4 an example of the new intensive
postgraduate planning programmes
As an example of the new one-year intensive
postgraduate

programmes,

it

is

instructive

to

oriented (Batey, 2003).

consider the Master of Civic Design degree offered

Planning education has had to respond to these

in the late 1940s, this degree ran for more than fifty

changes in professional practice and in the RTPI
itself. A Planning Education Commission was set up
in 2001. The Commission recommended a shift away
from defining a syllabus for planning programmes and
felt that instead there should be a focus on outputs.
Has a planning graduate achieved a list of learning
outcomes (24 in all) covering knowledge, skills and
value-awareness, and a degree of depth in his/her
studies? The RTPI accepted these recommendations
with the result that postgraduate programmes have, in
the past two years, been completely re-designed. The
new one-year intensive programmes, now accredited
by the RTPI, ran for the first time in academic session
2004-05 and will produce their first graduates in
December 2005. The RTPI now gives a large amount
of discretion to universities about what they teach
and how, a reflection of the Institute’s confidence in

by the University of Liverpool. Originally introduced
years as a two-year, RTPI-accredited programme.
In September 2004 a completely new version of the
degree was launched, with eight modules taught over
two semesters, followed by a dissertation undertaken
from May to September. The taught modules – Spatial
Planning Challenges, Theory Power and Ethics,
Making Places, Making Plans, Implementing and
Managing Change, Trends Outcomes and Impacts,
and Spatial Planning in Action (a double module) –
together cover the core planning topics. All students
take the same set of modules.
Of these modules, just two – Making Plans, and Trends
Outcomes and Impacts – can be considered as having
any substantial regional science content. Making
Plans introduces the process of plan preparation
and covers the various methods that can be used

internal university quality assurance mechanisms.

to undertake the different stages in this process.

New planning legislation, the Planning and Compulsory

on operations research, management, economics

Purchase Act 2004, has introduced a new development
plan system which has Spatial Planning at its heart.
The new system elevates the importance of regional
and sub-regional planning. The new Regional Spatial
Strategies will have statutory status and will therefore
be binding upon the Local Development Frameworks
prepared by individual local authorities. Local
authorities and regional bodies are now engaged in
an intensive phase of plan preparation. Much more
so than before, there is an emphasis on evidencebased policy and on formal systems of monitoring and
evaluation.
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The methods are an eclectic selection, drawing
and geography. Trends, Outcomes and Impacts is
concerned with the range of methods and techniques
employed in analysing contemporary spatial planning
issues and evaluating policy outcomes and impacts.
This module can be seen as the descendent of the
earlier attempts to teach urban and regional analysis
within planning programmes and therefore it is worth
examining its content in some detail.
The Trends, Outcomes and Impacts module is
organised as five main sections:
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.

Analysis of trends and spatial patterns with indi-

is a strong component of practical work associated

cators

.

for meeting that need. The second point is that there

Monitoring of change: time series and spatial

with each section. A series of computer workshops
enables students to gain hands-on experience. The

movement

. Analysis and presentation: SPSS and GIS
. Projections and scenario building
. Policy evaluation and impact analysis.

coursework assignments (also referred to in Fig. 3.1)
reinforce this point.

3.5 conclusion

In Fig. 3.1 the content of each of these sections is
outlined. Two comments may be made. First, unlike
the earlier urban and regional analysis modules, the
sections are all task-, rather than technique-oriented.
The emphasis is on identifying a need for analysis
and then presenting the most appropriate techniques

This contribution has examined how regional science is ta����������������������������������������������
ught within British postgraduate planning programmes. It has pointed to the fact that the coverage
has always been limited. The recent move to shorter,
intensive programmes has put even greater pres-

figure 3.1
The Trends, Outcomes and Impacts Module within the Master of Civic Design Programme
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sure on time within such programmes and has led to

will sometimes find themselves in direct competition

difficult decisions about what to include and what to

for employment with students trained in business and

leave out. The advent of Spatial Planning has opened

engineering. We owe it to our students to offer them

up the potential for a bigger role for regional science

an educat��������������������������������������������
ion that prepares them to be competitive in

– interpreted here as urban and regional analysis -

the job market not only in terms of technical skills but

and this has led the Liverpool programme, at least, to

in terms of other competencies too. And we owe it

use the opportunity offered by a comprehensive re-

to academic regional science to make sure that it is

design of the curriculum to augment and re-orientate

appropriately valued by both private and public-sector

this area of teaching. The result is a new module that

decision makers.

is more needs-driven than earlier attempts to teach
analytical methods.
Such an approach is badly needed. In professional
practice, the skills base in urban and regional analysis
is dangerously low and as a result there is a heavy
reliance on the current output of graduates to provide
this input. While in no sense can these graduates be
regarded as specialist regional analysts, they nevertheless are better placed to carry out this work than
many of their more senior professional colleagues.

4.1 the applied dimension
The regional science curriculum tends to be driven by
scientific concerns which is as it should be. But there
is often another message that is unfortunate – the
message that curiosity driven research is by definition “deep” and that client driven research is typically
“shallow.” This is certainly not the message to send
to firms and agencies when the goal is to expand the
role of universities in the development of regions. A
certain amount of sparring between advocates of basic research and applied research is to be expected

4. teaching regional science in
the u.s.a

but when applied research opportunities are eliminated both the students and the field of regional science
lose out.

There is a growing awareness within the regional
science profession that hea����������������������
lthy regional science

Three relatively simple ways to help students make

programs must stress the value of regional science

the connection between the academy and the work-

to internal constituencies including students, faculty

force and to introduce firms and regional agencies to

colleagues, and university administrators and to both

regional science are: 1) speaker programs; 2) intern-

public and private external constituencies. This part

ships; and 3) research involvement.

of the paper first discusses ways that internships,
speaker programs, and student involvement in

.

contract work can make these messages explicit.

the classroom-workforce link explicit. Students

It then goes on to suggest that once client-driven

can put real names and faces together with jobs

assignments become part of the university-based

that draw upon regional science skills to solve real

regional science culture, the entire regional science

problems. An additional benefit is that speakers be-

curriculum should be reevaluated with reference to

come part of the student’s network – they become

competency models. There is a renewed i�����������
nterest in

people who can offer advice and perhaps even

competency models in engineering and business; in

help find the new graduate a position in industry or

a perfect world students trained in regional science

government.
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.

Internships allow students to “test drive” jobs in

involvement serve to introduce regional science to

specific settings so that they can better evaluate

perspective purchasers of regional science services

both a type of work and a work environment.

and employers of regional science students.

For example, students in my University’s large
undergraduate program tend to favor assignments
in :

Regional science programs typically do a good

. commercial and industrial real estate;
. public planning agencies;
. economic development organizations;
. firms and agencies specializing in geographic
information sciences.

.

undergraduate students and especially graduate
students.

The

links

betwee��������������
n course work

and employment will usually be fairly explicit;
assignments may focus on curiosity driven research
or client driven research.

understandings but they are much less effective
when it comes to helping students actually deliver
research as part of a client-driven value-added
service. A simple diamond model can be used to

experience but firms and governmental agencies
learn too. More often then not these organizations
turn to business and engineering for consulting
assistance and when recruiting new employees.
internships,

more than just scientific skills.
Scientific research skills including mastery of regional
science methods and techniques are the foundation of
what regional scientists do but effective delivery in the
public and private market places for regional science
products requires that practitioners have solid written,

All three of these activities offer the student a learning

programs,

job of helping students improve research skills and

remind students that client-driven research requires

Research involvement is another possibility for

Speaker

4.2 competency models

and

research

spoken, and graphic communication skills, social skills
to promote interpersonal interactions, and political
skills to assure the effectiveness of the regional
scientist within the corporate and governmental
organizations which manage the development of
regions.

figure 4.1
The diamond model for client-driven research
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The diamond model is useful for laying out concepts

under regional science theory and applications are

but something more is needed for implementation.

the titles of chapters 2-12 in Isard’s 1960 classic

A recent paper by Gaudet, Annalis, and Carr

Methods of Regional Analysis. A great deal has

(2004) holds promise for providing regional science

happened since 1960 – the rise of cluster-based

programs with that “something more”. Their paper,

studies and environmental impact analysis to name

“Building the Geospatial Workforce” deals with

just two trends – but most, if not all, of these things

geospatial technology but it seems to have many

seem to fit under one of the “big topics” identified by

elements that apply equally to regional science.

Isard in 1960.

Indeed, of the four core competency areas, technical
competencies, business competencies, analytical

Finally, Fig. 4.4 offers definitions for 26 business,

competencies, and interpersonal competencies, the

analytical, and interpersonal competencies. These

only one that would need substantial modification is

are skills and understandings that will enhance

the one focusing on technical competencies. Specific

the effectiveness and acceptance of technically

wording and content in the other areas might change

competent regional scientists as they apply regional

a bit but the generic competencies could probably

science in both public and private sector work

stay largely as it is – at least initially.

places.

4.3 a first step

This brief paper is more about the delivery of

This paper does not offer the last word on a
competency based model for regional science
education but it does suggest a first step,
an approach that can be tested, refined and
eventually implemented. The original model which
was developed by Gaudet, Annalis, and Carr is
described in Fig. 4.2 Whereas the list of technical
competencies obviously needs modification there is
little to suggest that the lists of analytical, business,
and

interpersonal

competencies

needs

much

attention beyond minor changes in wording and the
modifications of definitions.
A revised list of technical competencies is found in
Fig. 4.3. Is this the last word in technical competencies
for regional science? Probably not. But it does seem
to be a solid starting point. The eleven items listed
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regional science than about regional science per
se. Regional science has a rich literature and the
power to be an effective force to “inform policy”. But
the market place for academic fields which want to
“inform policy” is very competitive. Business and
engineering, to name two academic fields, stress
both technical competencies and the supporting
business, analytical, and interpersonal competencies
that are essential for efficient and effective delivery
of technical value-added services. Regional science
will be well served if it too makes the value of these
supporting competencies an explicit part of the
academic program.
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figure 4.2
Geospatial Technology Core Competencies

Source: Gaudet, Annalis, and Carr, 2004.

figure 4.3
Technical Competencies (for Regional Science)

Source: After Gaudet, Annalis, and Carr, 2004. The eleven items listed under “Regional Science Theory
and Applications” are the titles of chapters in Isard’s Methods of Regional Analysis: An Introduction to
Regional Science.
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figure 4.4
Business, Analytical, and Interpersonal Competency Definitions (for Regional Science)

Source: Gaudet, Annalis, and Carr, 2004.
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(figure 5.1) ties economic, societal, and environmental

5. conclusions

approaches to understanding regions to the activities
Regional science can play a vital role in the University

as regional management, innovation, and regulation

curriculum at both the undergraduate and graduate

for regional sustainable development. To make the

levels. And if strategically placed and properly

“Triangle” a reality we need more students taking

marketed we think that regional science can inform

the regional science training into the private and

more effective decision makers in the private and

public market places. And for this we need more

public sectors. We are especially keen on seeing

graduates from regional science programs and

regional science promoted as an applied science.

more undergraduates with at least an elementary

We have no argument with those who see regional

understanding that regional science exists to provide

science as an element in a student’s general

a framework for regional study and management.

education. But we think that the real value of regional
science will be underappreciated until it is seen as a
powerful approach to solving problems for business
and government. The “Regional Science Triangle”

figure 5.1
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